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Review of First Passage Percolation



FPP : a perturbation of the metric

On every edge e of Z2

put i.i.d. random weights
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FPP : a perturbation of the metric

Use this to perturb the
standard `1 metric :

dFPP(x , y) = inf
γ

∑
e∈γ

ηe

over all paths γ : x → y .



FPP : a perturbation of the metric

For r > 0 we denote by
Br (dFPP) the ball cente-
red at (0, 0) of radius r
for the metric dFPP.



Shape theorem

Theorem (Richardson, Cox & Durrett, Kesten)

Under mild assumptions, there exists a compact convex set B with
non empty interior such that for every ε > 0 we have

(1− ε)r · B ⊂ Br (dFPP) ⊂ (1 + ε)r · B,

with probability tending to 1 as r → ∞.

Main ingredient : Kingman’s subadditive theorem (and extensions)
Very very little information known on B.
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An isotropic model

Proceed similarly but replace
Z2 by the Delaunay triangu-
lation associated to a Poisson
point process with Lebesgue in-
tensity.



The shape is a ball

Theorem (Vahidi-Asl & Wierman 90)

Under mild assumptions on the law of the ηe the asymptotic shape
B exists and is a Euclidean ball :

B = c

The time constant c is... frustratingly unknown.
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Fluctuations

Important open problem : understand the fluctuations of Br (dFPP)
with respect to r · B.

Believed to be universal and described by the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
(KPZ1) equation (in particular non Gaussian).



Random planar maps



Triangulations of the sphere
Definition
Triangulation of the sphere := finite connected graph properly
drawn on the sphere (seen up to homeomorphisms+) such that the
faces are all triangles + one distinguished oriented edge.

=

We let Tn be a random triangulation with n faces picked uniformly
at random among all possible triangulations of the sphere with n
faces. We will see Tn as a random graph (not embedded).



The Uniform Infinite Planar Triangulation

Theorem (Angel & Schramm 03, Stephenson 14)

If Tn is a uniform triangulation of the sphere with n faces then we
have the convergence in distribution for the local distance

Tn
(d)−−−→

n→∞
T∞,

where T∞ is a random infinite triangulation with one end : the
Uniform Infinite Planar Triangulation (UIPT).

Equivalent to saying that for every r0 > 0 the finite random graph
Br0(Tn) converges in law towards Br0(T∞) as n→ ∞.
Just a convenient way of saying “for large triangulations”.
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Background on the UIPT

I The UIPT is far from being Euclidean

#Br (T∞) ≈ r4 (Angel)

I Links with the Brownian map (Brownian plane, C. & Le Gall)

I Spatial Markov property

I Key player in the theory of random planar maps

I Conjectured links with Liouville Quantum Gravity and
Knizhnik-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov equation (KPZ2)



Statement of the result



Modification of distances

On the UIPT one can consider the graph distance dgr.
But also local modified distances such as :

I first-passage percolation distance dFPP

I the graph distance on the dual of the triangulation d∗gr

I a combination of both : FPP with exponential edge weights
on the dual deden

I More exotic things...

We denote the new generic distance by dmod.
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Result

Notation : for r > 0 we write Br (dgr) and Br (dmod) respectively
for the ball of radius r around the origin of the root edge for the
graph distance and the modified distance on the UIPT T∞.

Theorem (C. & Le Gall)

For any “nice local modification” of the distance there exists a
constant c > 0 such that for all ε > 0 we have

B(1−ε)r/c(dgr) ⊂ Br (dmod) ⊂ B(1+ε)r/c(dgr),

with probability tending to 1 as r → ∞.

Isotropy, “time constant” c unknown in most cases
Justification of the heuristics motivating the definition of the QLE
by Miller & Sheffield
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More is better !

Theorem (C. & Le Gall)

In the case of d∗gr or deden we can compute
the time constant

c(d∗gr) = 1 + 2
√

3

c(deden) = 2
√

3

This comes from earlier work (C. & Le Gall, see also Budd) on the
peeling process of random triangulations where we were able to
compute the asymptotic distribution of

r−4#B r (d∗gr) and r−4#B r (deden)
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Elements of proof



Looking backward

r

r − 1

r − 2

r − 3

∞

r

distance
to

ρ

ρ

converges as r →∞



The Lower Half Plane Triangulation
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The Lower Half Plane Triangulation
Proposition (Krikun 05, C.& Le Gall)

The blue trees are i.i.d. Galton–Watson trees with critical offspring
generating function given by

∞

∑
k=0

θ(k)zk = 1−
(

1 +
1√

1− z

)−2
,

in particular θ(k) ∼ Ck−5/2 as k → ∞. Conditionally on them the
gray holes are filled-in with independent Boltzmann triangulations
of the proper perimeters.



An easy subadditive lemma
Due to the independence of the layers in the LHPT one can easily
setup a subadditive lemma :

−k − `

−k

0

vk

geodesic from vk to level −k − l staying below level −k

geodesic from the root to level −k

ρ

Proposition

There exists (an abstract) constant c such that

k−1dmod(ρ, level -k)
a.s.−−−→
k→∞

c.



Back to the UIPT

distance ∞
from

ρ

ρ

r

r − ηr

r − 2ηr

I slicing of the UIPT
and comparison of
slices with LHPT

I uniform control
over all vertices

I caging of geodesics



... and the Brownian sphere ?



The Brownian sphere
See Tn with the graph distance dgr as a random metric space.

Theorem (Le Gall 11)

If Tn is a uniform triangulation with n faces then we have 1

(
Tn, n−1/4 · dgr

) (d)−−−→
n→∞

6−1/4(m∞, ∆),

where (m∞, ∆) is the random compact metric space called the
“Brownian sphere (or map)”.

1. convergence in distribution for the Gromov–Hausdorff topology



The Brownian sphere
See Tn with the modified distance dmod as a random metric space.

Theorem (C. & Le Gall)

If Tn is a uniform triangulation with n faces then we have 2

(
Tn, n−1/4 · dmod

) (d)−−−→
n→∞

c · 6−1/4(m∞, ∆),

where (m∞, ∆) is the random compact metric space called the
“Brownian sphere (or map)”.

2. convergence in distribution for the Gromov–Hausdorff topology



I Proved using delicate absolute continuity arguments.

I Better : control of the distortion of the metric.

I Widen the universality of the Brownian sphere (e.g. cubic
graphs).



Perspectives

I Extending the work to quadrangulations (Tutte’s bijection is
asymptotically an isometry) would yield universality for planar
graphs.

I Fluctuations ? Link between KPZ1 and KPZ2 ?
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